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Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves

Peter Cameron

Abstract

Standard practice takes spacetime characteristic impedance to be c^3/G ~ 10^35 kg/s, and assumes that it is scale

invariant. However, it is easy to show that this value applies at the Planck length, and not necessarily at scales of interest

to the experimentalist. Given that impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy/information transmission,

quantization of wavefunction interaction impedances is of particular interest in design of storage ring gravitational wave

detectors and sources.
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Outline

• how impedance matching was lost in quantum mechanics

• how mechanical impedances can be calculated from Mach’s principle

• conversion to electrical, electron ‘mass gap’ impedance calculations

• historical perspective on impedance matching

• Hydrogen atom – Rosetta stone of atomic physics

• unstable particle spectrum

• gauge group of the electron

• chiral anomaly – precise calculation of pizero, eta, and etaprime branching ratios

• curvature of GR = phase shifts of flat space geometric Clifford algebra

• impedance matching to the Planck length (and beyond)

• impedance matching to boundary of the observable universe (and beyond)

• speculation on a machine design

• summary and conclusions
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How Impedance matching was lost in QM

1. Topological inversion – units of mechanical impedance are 

[kg/s]. Intuitively one might expect that more [kg/s] would 

mean more mass flow. However more impedance means 

less flow.  Thwarted Bjorken, Feynman,…

2. concept of exact impedance quantization did not exist  until 

vonKlitzing et.al discovered QHE in 1980.

3. QHE was easy – scale invariant!

4. habit of setting fundamental constants to dimensionless 

unity h = c = G = Z = … = 1 let Z slip over the horizon.

Mismatches are Feynman’s regularization parameters of QED. 

Inclusion renders QED finite. This is what Bjorken discovered back in 1959, 

anticipated it would be a powerful tool, was led astray by the inversion of SI units.  

Feynman had a student do a thesis on impedance matching to the maser.

One of the black hole event horizon 

impedances is the 25812 ohm 

quantum Hall – scale invariant, topological, 

communicates phase only, can do no work.
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Synchronous counter-rotating eccentrics transform 2D rotation to 1D translations, are an 

analog to electron and positron spinors of Dirac equation counter-rotating in phase space.

A typical vibratory piledriver generates a sinusoidal inertial force of many tens or hundreds of 

tons, might be thought of as an `inertia wave generator'. Given equivalence of gravitational 

and inertial mass, it might also be called a gravitational wave generator. 

The extent to which such a toy model might ultimately prove useful remains to be seen. For 

now it seems clear that it provides a simple mechanical shortcut to calculating quantized 

electromagnetic impedances,

this is important – impedance matching governs amplitude and phase of energy transmission 5

a tool of great phenomenological power.
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submitted to Am.J.Phys 1975

referees: ‘No new physics here’

Published 2011 as an appendix to the 

Electron Impedances paper (next slide)
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ionization of the Hydrogen atom (where is the proton?)

Photon near-field impedance is not to be found in 

physics textbooks, curriculum, or journals.

What governs amplitude and phase of 

energy/information transmission in QED is absent 

from formal education of the physicist

actually 27.2 eV
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Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves
QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body - emergent
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Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves

spin 2 ‘graviton’ and spin 0 Higgs are 

both manifested in the S-matrix 6D 

entangled scalar + pseudoscalar
14

S-matrix of Dirac’s QED, extended to the full eight-component vacuum 

wavefunction in the geometric representation of Clifford algebra (more 

familiar to physicists in the matrix representations of Pauli and Dirac)

Symbols (triangle, diamond,…) correspond to previous slide.
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BSM example 2 – chiral anomaly – precise pizero, eta, and eta’ branching ratios in powers of a
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Not all are in agreement that Einstein whole-heartedly endorsed curved 

space interpretations. He expressed this quite clearly in politically correct private 

communication:

“It is wrong to think that `geometrization' is something essential. It is only 

a kind of crutch for finding of numerical laws. Whether one links `geometrical' 

intuitions with a theory is a ... private matter.“

Riemann's curvature tensor preceded general relativity by six decades. 

Absent Clifford's geometric interpretation, Einstein's adoption of Riemann's 

formalism led inevitably to dominance of curved space interpretations.

However, the equivalence of at Minkowski spacetime gauge theory 

gravity with curved space general relativity was introduced by the Cambridge 

group and Professor Hestenes, and elaborated upon by them over the course of 

following decades. In that context, impedance quantization offers immediate 

possibilities for quantizing gravity at the Planck length. 

Of importance in general relativity is not geometrization, but rather the 

equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass, the equivalence principle.

18
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BSM example 3 – origin of mass, gravitation, inflation, chirality, baryon asymmetry,…

20



Mechanical Impedances
all rise at shorter length scales

LIGO - 1035 kg/s is at Planck length

[meters]

[k
g

/s
]
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Mechanical Impedance Time Derivatives
from a 1982 notebook

Motivation for derivative was to avoid velocity-dependent dissipative impedances. Not 

so much a concern in QM, where such impedances are not dissipative, but rather 

topological, scale invariant.

three potentials – 1/r, 1/r2, and 1/r3 -

are shown here for proton and electron
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matrix used (in part) for previous slide

upper right of main diagnonal is impedances

lower left is impedance time derivatives
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Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves

3.3 Key concepts in gravitational wave detection (page 50)

There are four key concepts that must be addressed in building 

detectors for any type of wave. The first is the fundamental issue 

of designing a detector with the best possible impedance

matching to the wave: this determines the amount of energy that 

the detector receives…

“Spacetime has a characteristic impedance c3/G ~ 1035 kg/s”

In electromagnetic units this is ~ 1025 ohms!!! photon = 377 ohms 

There exist two (or more?) varieties of impedances - geometric and topological:

- scale invariant? then topological (quantum Hall, Aharonov-Bohm, centrifugal, chiral,…) acausal

rotation gauge fields – resulting motion is perpendicular to applied force

cannot do work - communicates phase only, not a single measurement observable

cannot be shielded, channels of both local and non-local entanglement, EPR,…

- scale dependent? then geometric (Coulomb, dipole, scalar Lorentz,…)                            causal

translation gauge fields – communicates amplitude and phase

can be shielded, local entanglement only

c3/G ~ 1035 kg/s is dimensionally scale invariant – far field? need near

All rest mass particles have mechanical impedances. 

Mass is quantized in QM. Therefore impedances are quantized. 

This property has been lost in QED

Zmech = ZEM x (line charge density)2 string theory 25



mismatch attenuated Hawking photon (‘graviton’ is entire 8-component wavefunction) 

¼ wave resonator 
Where in this network do we want to match for SRGW? How?
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speculation on a machine design
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• satisfy four primary considerations 

• impedance match G-wave to beam

• impedance match beam signal to pickup

• null/difference measurement - ‘dark port’ 

• employ a ‘parametric process’

• need to understand graviton

• equivalence principle says gravitational = inertial

• for moon orbiting earth gravitational potential is 1/r whereas centrifugal is 1/r2

geometric ≠ topological: this is subtle and seems to be pivotal in quantum gravity.

• S-matrix (slide 16) geometric product of two ‘dark’ spin 1 magnetic charge trivectors 

yields spin 0 scalar entangled with spin 2 six DoF object (3 space and 3 relative phase)

• we take scalar to be Higgs and entangled spin 2 pseudoscalar to be graviton.

• graviton mode is indicated by red squares in the impedance network plots.

does there exist a gravitational wave 

difference mode in this topologically 

twisted storage ring configuration  

analog of the piledriver of slide 5?

(parametric?) pickup

coupled modes
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Summary and Conclusions – very preliminary

• in gauge theory gravity space is inert, vacuum wavefunction has no energy (is this true?)

• curvature of GR = relative phase shifts of GTG (not single measurement observable)

• LIGO – c3/G = 1035 kg/s is at Planck length

• not relevant to SRGW? to LIGO? relevant to axion searches?

• equivalence principle – equality of inertial and gravitational masses

• centrifugal potential is 1/r2, topological

• gravitational is 1/r, geometric

• Hawking graviton phase evolution very slow – almost topological

• graviton and Higgs are both manifested in the S-matrix 6D pseudoscalar

• understanding impedance quantization opens new possibilities for SRGW

• longitudinal impedance (F/dv) of 7 TeV proton is ~106 kg/s = 1018 ohms???

• want high relativistic g for high longitudinal impedance – work with electrons?

• antimatter falls up?,… want a difference signal measurement

• and similarly for possibly augmenting muon collider lifetime enhancement at low energy.
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The open question in my opinion is 

whether giving further attention to 

quantum impedance matching 

might increase the possibility of  

more robust next generation 

machine designs.
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